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STAFF MEETING WITH

DIRECTOR MA'AM

Staff meeting by the Director

Ms Rajee N Kumar

The Director,  Ms Rajee N Kumar

presided over the staff  meeting held on

9 August 2022 in the school MP Hall .

She commenced the session on a lighter

note asking teachers about the

innovative methodologies in the

classroom. She enlightened teachers

about the importance of inclusive

education in the teaching learning

process.  The implementation of NEP

2020 was dwelt  upon. Teachers were

encouraged to understand the element

of virtuosity in teaching.



TEACHERS' DAY

CELEBRATION

SEPTEMBER 05,  2022

 Teachers '  Day was celebrated at  N.K.Bagrodia Public School,  Rohini

on 5 September 2022 in the school grounds with great panache.The

assembly was full  of energy and enthusiasm of students who

celebrated Teachers '  Day after a hiatus of two long years.The assembly

commenced with a floral  tribute to teachers of great repute i .e   Dr

Sarvapalli  Radhakrishnan, Former President of India  and Late Shri

N.K Bagrodia ji ,  founder of the school.It  was followed by a melodious

symphony by the budding  Instrumentalists   of the school.  The melody

continued with the  musical  bonanza  for expression of love of

students for their teachers.The Head boy of the Primary Department 

 represented the students and expressed his deep felt  gratitude towards

the teachers.An act of Qawwali  presented the significance of parents

who are the first  teachers and  visible Angels on earth.  A dance

performance appreciating the efforts  of multi  tasking teachers

delighted the audience.The highlight of the event was a playful game'

Teacher:  A Connoisseur of students '  knowledge. 'The game forged

better understanding of students to their teachers.The programme

culminated with a speech by the pillar of our strength,  Mr Prashant

Parashar who appreciated the event and guided the children with his

words of wisdom.

An embodiment of wisdom

A teacher is  the leading light,  

An epitome of affinity,  

A teacher is  the guiding force

Enlightening minds and thoughts

Illuminating,  the prism of life 
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TEACHERS' DAY

CELEBRATION, DWARKA

SEPTEMBER 05,  2022

'A teacher plants the seeds of knowledge,  sprinkles them with love,  and

patiently nurtures their growth to produce tomorrow’s dreams. '

Teachers '  Day Celebration at  N.K.Bagrodia Public School,  Sector-

4,Dwarka was a unique celebration of its  kind with the entire

fraternity of Intellectuals under one roof.The celebration witnessed 

 the presence of dignified members of the Managing Committee,  

 esteemed dignitaries and teachers from  N.K.Bagrodia group of

schools.The celebration after a hiatus of two years paid a tribute to the

founder Chairmanof the School,  Late Sh.  N.K.Bagrodiaji .

Ms.  Anjali  Kharbanda,  Head of the host  School welcomed everyone and  

reminded the role played by  teachers in nation-building by guiding

and educating the brightest  minds of our country.  The principals of

various N.K.Bagrodia Schools presented a token of love  and affection

through mementos and gifts   to Chairman, Mr.  Raghav Bagrodia and

the host school.  The Director,  Ms.Rajee N.Kumar addressed the august

gathering and guided the schools to follow the guidelines of  NEP

2020 and evolve to meet the needs of our  dynamic students.

The enterprising Chairman, Mr.  Raghav Bagrodia conveyed his

thankfulness to the competent teachers at  N.K.Bagrodia group of 

 Schools who lead by example.  The cultural  programme was a medley

of songs by the teachers of the host  school eulogizing the relentless

efforts of the teachers.  The 'Vote of Thanks'  was proposed by Ms.

Jaishree Nawani and expressed her thankfulness to the dignitaries for

their esteemed presence.She applauded the efforts  of the host  school

for organizing such a programme. The celebration was followed by a

sumptuous lunch.The event was an exhilarating experience
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WORKSHOP - "PRASHAST"

 SEPTEMBER 20, 2022

Our school undertook an initiative to

safeguard against  unscientific diagnosis

and needless labelling of children by

joining the PRASHAST programme

initiated by NCERT.

 A meeting was conducted on the

guidelines of PRASHAST in MP HALL

at 1  pm.The Prashast  aims at  systematic

screening of students.  The teachers

were given a checklist  for the same,

namely,  Prashast ,  Part  -1  to be filled by

them for first  level screening.

SHREYA KAMARAJU

SPECIAL EDUCATOR

MEHUL DUDEJA

COUNCELLOR



WORKSHOP - "PRASHAST"

 SEPTEMBER 20, 2022
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FELICITATION OF PRINCIPALS



FELICITATION OF PRINCIPAL SIR

BY ELDROK



K.K. Aggarwal Foundation Health Mela

CPR TRAINNING SESSION



ZONAL CULTURAL ACTIVITIES RESULT

SESSION 2022- 2023

MR. LOVEKESH

MUSIC

DR. SIDDHARTH

MUSIC

MS. SANCHITA

DANCE
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ZONAL SPORTS ACTIVITIES RESULT

SESSION 2022- 2023

Mr. Vijaymal

Yoga

Mr. Hitik

Badminton

Mr. Munish

FootBall

Mr.  Lalit

Skating



ZONAL CHESS TOURNAMENT
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ZONAL BASKETBALL

TOURNAMENT



ZONAL TABLE TENNIS

TOURNAMENT
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ZONAL BADMINTON

TOURNAMENT



ZONAL YOGA TOURNAMENT
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ZONAL SKATING TOURNAMENT
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REMEDIAL CLASSES

Remedial  Classes were conducted for Classes VI to IX

for all  the subjects to guide the students for the

upcoming Mid- Term Examination.  A schedule was

shared for the same.The classes were conducted  from

8 September to 13 September.  The Remedial  Classes

aimed to  achieve the expected level of competency in

core academic skills  through extensive practice for

various concepts.These interactive classes were

conducted by using audio visual aids to help the

academically weaker students.  Moreover,  the classes

helped to provide special  attention and address

learning gaps.



REMEDIAL CLASSES



“If  you focus on results ,  you

will  never change.  If  you

focus on change,  you will  get

results .”  -  JACK DIXON


